
What is the story behind AccuPOS?

When AccuPOS began, we observed the frustration 
of business owners whose needs were not being met 
by POS systems. We asked ourselves, “What if there 
was a way to give every cashier in retail the same fast 
and familiar interface for serving customers – but also 
allowed every business owner to choose the ideal, 
preferred back end for them?” Our research soon led 
us to discovering the wonderfully diverse invoicing 
and reporting capabilities of worldwide QuickBooks 
and Sage products. We soon realized our idea had 
even more potential. Turning easily gathered Point of 
Sale data directly into paid accounting invoices would 
mean that a CPA’s work is essentially done. 
AccuPOS Point of Sale was born.



Fast Facts:

● AccuPOS has been successfully
implementing POS solutions for 17 years.
We were established in 1999 in the US.

● We continue to develop enhancements and
products to meet the needs of our
customers. This year alone, we’ve added a
loyalty program, cloud reporting, and web
management.

● We are a global company with
thousands of customers.

● AccuPOS sets itself apart by being
easy-to-use, speedy, and fully integrated
with QuickBooks and Sage accounting
software.

● Our software is locally installed creating
high performance and speed. Our latest
version, offers the convenience of
managing the software from anywhere
through a web-based client.



Unique Features

● Accounting integration - making accounting
seamless

● Easily add more devices and terminals -
unlimited growth

● Local Area Network set-up - high performance
and speed, speed, speed!

● Instant Insights - full P&L view with line item
detail

● Powerful receipts - build a customer database
and go green by emailing your receipts

● Fully EMV Compliant - we are EMV ready and
have been for years



Unique Features (continued)

● What makes our POS unique is the line by line full integration with Quickbooks and Sage accounting software packages.
We have also designed our POS to be a hybrid for the retail and food service industries.

● We have stayed true to our POS niche by developing new tools, features and functionality that help our existing customers
grow their business while fitting new customers to our solutions

● Security: PA-DSS: Credit card
information is not captured and
stored inside the POS

● We have continuously worked as
partners with Quickbooks and
Sage to stay fully integrated.

● We offer a variety of add-on
features (next page) to help your
business wherever it is needed.



Pricing and Contracts

● One station with full accounting integration starts at $1295

We offer great Add-Ons to our software, including:

AccuSHIFT - Employee time clock

Loyalty - Smart-phone based app and sophisticated 
back-end CRM

AccuCOUNT - Inventory management

● A bundled price includes hardware, software, and support services
that cover installation, training, best practices, and technical
support.

● There is no contract for the hardware and software, these are
purchased and owned by the customer. A twelve month support
service contract commitment is required for new businesses to
ensure success is achieved utilizing the solution. We recommend
the continuation of this commitment as a business partner to our
customers. There are NO cancellation fees.

Cloud Reporting - Multi-location web based analytics

Headquarters Module - Multi-location Management

Remote Transfer Module - Allows you to sync with and 
out of network accounting package.



Hardware and Software Requirements:

● AccuPOS will run on any Windows or
Android device with 2 GB of RAM or
more and running either Android 4.4 or
greater, or Windows XP or higher.

● We have developed our software and it
is proprietary.

● We sell hardware and software directly
to our customers

Business Size:

● We market ourselves to small to medium
size businesses that want to make their
accounting software the hub of their
business.

● There is no limit to the number of users
that can be added to our solution, and it
can handle multiple locations with ease.



Using our software / Customer Service & Technical Support

● We have a robust pathway to success here as you set-up our software. Our Customer Service and Technical
Support teams work together to ensure the hardware/software installation is completed for each customer.

● AccuPOS has 24 / 7 / 365 tech
support for all your needs. We also
offer trainings to help you
understand the features.

● Unlimited support service is
included in our platinum package,
along with all our upgrades

● Our Customer Service team is
here to help shepherd the whole
process from installation and
beyond.

● We have a terrific web
management tool that gives you
access to manage your business
from anywhere at any time.

For more information contact: 
Vrakas/Blum Computer Consulting, Inc. 

262.797.0400 | info@v-bcc.com | v-bcc.com




